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The phenomenon of skills mobility has become quite a topical issue, not just in South 
AfriCa, but worldwide. The reason for this is that in today's knowledge and skills-based 
economy the loss of highly qualified human resources is a country 
and especially developing countries. Strategies have been implemented during the last 
three decades to counteract the brain drain, but these have not been very 
new and promising strategy is now emerging, this is referred to as the "diaspora option". 
The diaspora option seeks to mobilize highly skilled expatriates of a country to contribute 
to the social and economic advancement of their country of origin by finding of 
setting up links and connections between these highly skilled expatriates and the country 
of origin. The distinguishing feature of the diaspora option is that expatriates don't have 
to return to the vv~.u •• of origin, they can stay in the host country, but contribute their 
skills and knowledge to UlI'IPTPVPT they are the world. The 
diaspora option is quite a recent phenomenon and no systematic research has been done 
on the number of countries that have actually gone the diaspora route. The aim of this 
project was to identify and study the eXl>enlem:;es of countries that have set up 
scientific/intellectual ....... "...,''''. networks and to assess the success of the ....... ,,,..,,J ... option. 
Through systematic and rigorous ""' ..... ""h,.::'" on the Internet networks were identified. 
However, because not all of them could strictly be classified as scientific/intellectual 
diaspora networks, only twelve "",1'U11'I, .. rr", were chosen analysis. careful 
investigation of the information available on these networks, it is concluded that the 














This paper is concerned with the brain drain pnc:m(],m~mon. brain drain has enjoyed 
much attention internationally in the last decades, but more so in South In 
recent times. A number of people, from the media to politidans have expressed their 
concern about brain drain or ",.U'",.,.,-,n run" as it has called. An investigation 
of South Africa's migratory data shows that emigration is not a recent phenomenon, 
South Africans have for a long time left South African borders search of "greener 
pastures". H ..... UJP·\lPT with the elUlceW'amJU of South the "" ........ n-r·<>hr' ... of highly 
skilled people has become a critical issue. This reintegration into the world economy 
represents several challenges in terms of productivity, innovation and international 
competition. Many theorists have argued that highly skilled researchers and technologists 
playa crucial role in any nation's drive for technological innovation and 
competitiveness on the world market. South Africa can thus not afford to lose its highly 
skilled human resources at a when it faces major economic crulluengt::s. 
Countries have employed various strategies and policies in response to the brain drain 
problem. These from taxation to repatriation policies. policies have not 
however been very successful and many nations in the last decade have turned to an 
altemative policy. The latter is referred to as the "diaspora option". This policy is an 
attempt to mobilize a country's highly skilled diaspora and to them to contribute 
some way to their country economic and social development without 
necessarily returning home. South has also implemented the diaspora option 











The main objective of this paper is thus to critically analyze the diaspora option in terms 
efficacy and success. order to do this; it was decided to study the experiences of 
other countries that have employed the diaspora option. 
~.-~:..."':::::,;..- . 
~.) ...--.:''7:'' ~ 
Before on can however begin to look at diaspora networks, one must have an 
understanding of why the need for this kind of initiative arose. I will thus study diaspora 
networks within the broader context of migration and specifically the brain drain 
phenomenon. Since this paper is mainly concerned with diaspora networks as a response 
to the brain drain phenomenon, it is necessary to explore these concepts in some detail. 
This will in the theoretical "" .. ,,"'r"" of this 
I have been working as a research intern on the South African Network of Skills 
Abroad(SANSA) project for the last eleven months. The aim of this project is to link 
highly skilled expatriates to their counterparts South and to encourage to 
in some way get involved in South Africa's development process without returning to 
South Africa. My involvement in the SANSA project is what inspired me to conduct this 
study on intellectuaVscientific diaspora networks. I believe that SANSA can learn a lot 
from the experiences of other countries and that it will give us valuable insight into the 
best ways of managing a diaspora network as well as the possible pitfalls associated with 
diaspora option. 
The first going about this study was to identifY the ...... '"UV'''. of countries that have 
the diaspora network route. My supervisor was extremely helpful in this .. "' .... "' .. 11 
because was involved in ',.'.TT ........ up a similar network in Colombia he had an idea of 
which countries have set up diaspora networks. This gave me a base from which to start 












literature on these diaspora networks was available. This in many ways shaped my 
methodology. I decided that the only way to go about finding information on these 
networks was to "surf the net". I thus embarked on an extensive search for networks 
on Internet. several months of intensive lU«U«£,,"' .... to 
identify networks and associations of highly skilled expatriate researchers and 
The next step was to try and into contact with those individuals who were involved 
management networks in order to get a better idea of how 
networks work. This was done via e-maiL 
The literature on international lor,!>t.r," argues that migration is closely tied up with the 
socio-political and economic conditions in a particular country. These can serve as 
motivating factors in the decision highly skilled individuals to leave their country of 
origin, but also the decision to return. However in order to get these individuals to return 
the economic and socio-political conditions to be favorable in order to attract these 
individuals back to their home country. At the same time, these individuals playa critical 
role in the economic and technological advancement of their country of origin. I will 
argue that the repatriation and diaspora options don't have to be mutually exclusive. 
Through the diaspora option highly skilled expatriates can volunteer their skills and 
technological know-how to their country of origin without returning home. Expatriate 
scientists and technologists in collaboration with their counterparts at home can playa 
major role in stimulating innovation and technological advancement to such a degree 
where it could make conditions at home more favorable to return of highly skilled 












facilitate the above· mentioned collaboration and scientific exchanges between expatriate 













a) BRAIN DRAIN 
Defining Brain Drain: 
The concept of brain drain first in the 1960's when it was used to describe the 
migration of British intellectuals and scumtllsts to the United States (Gaillard and 
Gaillard: 1997:201). The most basic definition of brain drain is the "permanent emigration 
of qualified persons" (Straubhaar: 1998:4). However since its introduction in the 1960's 
concept of brain drain has enjoyed much attention and attempts have been made 
to redefine the concept. Brain drain according to the United Nation's definition is "one-
way movement of highly skilled people from developing countries to the developed 
countries that only benefits the industrialized (host) countries" (Gaillard and 
Gaillard: 1997: 195). This definition has been criticized for being too uni-vocal. The 
cOflcelDt of brain drain has many to it that this definition simply does not 
incorporate. 
The brain drain concept is not only restricted to the movement of highly skilled people, 
but can also be used to refer to the migration of students and intellectuals who leave their 
home country in search of better study opportunities abroad (Gaillard and Gaillard: 1997). 
to Gaillard and Gaillard this concept can also be applied to the migration of 
scientific and technical personnel into non-scientific sectors (internal brain drain) 
(Gaillard Gaillard: 1997). 
In South Africa "brain drain" was used in the early 1990's, after the inauguration of the 












TheUnited Nation's can also misleading in it portrays 
brain a movement only occurs between developing and developed 
countries. ~~'l:,."J skilled people move nPT"".,.' .. " regions in a specific country 
reasons e. g. education, and or political reasons. by Mda 
(1995) about the movement Kwazulu-Natal professionals to Gauteng in 
career advancement this point. such as written by .......,""',"~ .. "'L 
(1993) Muller on the loss skilled professionals from African 
countries as Lesotho, Swaziland, Zimbabwe and Uganda to South Africa that 
drain occurs not only between developing and developed but also 
developing . Brain therefore is at least a concept with a 
number of dimensions to it. 
The Brain Drain Debate: 
debate corlcelLn the brain phenomenon historically between two 
the internationalist np1ro::npl"tl\1p and the na'[lO]rlallS perspective. The first is 
based on global market f"h.,.",.",,,"c and brains where eC!LJfl{)mLC returns 
be optimized. Theorists Kindelberger argued that movement 
developed to developing countries is UJ,,,,uU"'.~..u by " mechanisms which work to 
allocate resources more efficiently, brain drain is a "natural" phenomenon 
nationalist on the complete opposite view. 
According to theorists Baghwatti, don't the same in the 
global and "expertise is not evenly distributed" only counties that benefit 
the movement of highly skilled professionals the South to North, are 













The nationalist perspective is closely related to the arg;UIl1lenltS put forward by dependency 
theorists like Gunder According to these theorists the global system is stratified 
~ 
into center and periphery countries. industrialized countries, those at the center of the 
gIobatsyst;~ ~eveloped at the expense of developing countries, those at the periphery, 
as a result of historical processes su~h as colonialism and imperialism (Webster: 1984). 
According to Choi, this stratification is mirrored in the hierarchical structure of the 
international scientific community. Industrialized countries such as the States are 
at the center of scientific knowledge production while developing countries, because they 
lack the infrastructure and resources necessary for scientific knowledge production and 
distribution simply can not compete (Choi: 1995:8). This perpetuates the uneven, 
hierarchical nature of the global system. In this context, where developing countries are 
already at a disadvantage, the movement of highly skilIed researchers and technologists is 
particularly worrying developing countries. 
However theorists like the ones discussed above, have tended to exaggerate the effects of 
the brain drain on the sending country. According to Pedersen and Lee this presentation 
of the brain drain as a win/lose situation between developed and developing countries is a 
misconception, because it fails to take into consideration the potential benefits that the 
movement of highly skilled people to industrialized countries can have for developing 
countries (1997:1). 
When SClentlS and technologists leave their home country to and study or work in an 
industrialized country, they get the opportunity to acquire knowledge and expertise which 
they might not have aallnea had they remained at home. They also establish knowledge 
and information networks the host country. All these represent a potential 











-This is where.the diaspora option is such a valuable strategy in counteracting the brain 
The diaspora option allows the country of origin to tap into these potential 
resources mentioned above. It allows expatriate researchers and scientists to 
th~ knowledge and ""V1'\""" that they gained through their eX]::lenc~ncles in the host 
country to the economic and social development of their country of origin. It allows the 
home country access to the knowledge-networks that the expatriate forms part of in the 
host country. Furthermore, it also allows the transfer of technology and ideas from 
industrialized to developing countries. 
According to Pedersen and the "brain drain" presents potential benefits for all the 
interested .... "' .. ,.,"'" "If graduates who remain abroad create a loss of manpower for the 
sending countries, the receiving country faces a tr~1n<:!h"r of technology problem through 
the of ideas with the expatriate as the vehicle of transmission" (pedersen and 
1997:3). The way in which the brain drain has traditionally been presented as a gain 
for the receiving country at the expense of the sending country, is thus an 
oversimplification of the issue. 
But, Why do Highly Qualified People Migrate: Push and Pull Factors 
Many scholars have argued that economic, cultural and socio-political factors playa 
major role in the migration highly skilled people. Choi in her study of 46 Asian 
scholars in the United States found that educational opportunities and the research 
environment in the United States were cited as the main motivation Asian scholars' 
decision to study and work in the United States (1995:22). Other factors include the 
political situation at home at the time they left, financial support in the form of 














These correspond with push factors identified by Lachma.!1singh in his explanation of 
the brain drain phenomenon in Guyana. identifies poo; working and living conditions, 
~.-:.:.,~,"-::: 
-.;, ,---"~~ -:: 
unmet professional needs further education, alienation and discrimination, politics 
and the influence of others family as the main motivating factors behind the 
migration of highly qualified individuals from Guyana. 
Countries being faced with the loss of highly skilled human resources have employed 
various strategies to counteract the brain drain by addressing the push and pull factors. 
These include: 
a)Taxation which was a popular policy during the second part of the 1970's and the first 
part of the 1980' s. Taxation in theory could take two forms; either taxing the individual 
emigrant or the intended host country. However, this policy was never implemented. 
b) Regulation through international norms can be used to inhibit emigration between 
countries. This policy, initiated by the United Nations, is based on agreements between 
developed countries and developing countries by which developed countries agree not to 
entice highly skilled .,.",,.,,n .... from developing countries to to their countries. 
c) ConservationlRestrictive policies aimed at delaying example adding 
extra years to medical students' training as proposed by the South Minister of 
Health (Cohen, 1996/97). 
These policies were formulated in the hope of counteracting the brain drain, but they were 
not very successfuL Alternative policies are thus needed to recoup or counter the brain 
drain phenomenon. Two alternatives exist: the repatriation of expatriates(return option) or 











Repatriation to physically relocating to their country origin (Cohen, 
1996/97). Even is a worthwhile it certainly limitations. One 
is that it is very costly to repatriate "'LU.'''",,,,, labour. Reasons is need to 
comparable 
Not only is the 
and up to date technological resources 1996). 
strategy costly, more importantly, the expatriate has 
links and particular networks in the 
host country. L'\."'JUU 
knowledge networks 
allows return of the AV,,,.,Tr, 
he/she forms part 
An alternative to repatriation is utilizing intellectual diaspora of 
was argued diaspora option is a potentially effective 
brain drain pnc;:nclme:non. 
b)Diaspora 





which means to sow and the pn~POIS1tllOn which means over (Cohen: 1997:9). 
term diaspora -~-'---J evokes images of Jewish people 
resulted in them scattered all over world. In fact the 
persecution 
dictionary ~_"~ .. ,_.., 
diaspora as 
been 
"_~""''"' of the Jews <UU'JU}<, various non-Jewish communities after 
1). 
However the m<llSDIOra experience is not to the Jewish ... '-'u· .... ~ Many nations 
decades for reasons been to mass migrations, leaving their 
country to country. '-''''., ....... in his book on diasporas outlines a 













The first of these, victim diasporas are characterized by mass migcation, forcible 
dispersal, exploitation and oppression. selling of Africans into slavery is a typical 
;;.-
example of a victim diaspora. The Jewish the ....... '.u ... " diasporas constitute 
victim diasporas. 
The second form of diaspora in Cohen's typology, labour diasporas, usually occurs when 
numbers of people leave their home country to settle in another country in search of 
employment. Indentured labourers from India who left India to work in countries like 
Kenya, Uganda and South Africa constitute a labour diaspora. This system was different 
from slavery in that indentured laborers could not be bought or sold, they got a basic -
wage and accommodation and after five to seven were to return to their 
home country, in some cases their return passage was paid for. 
Trade diasporas are defined as "networks of proactive merchants who transport, buy and 
sen their goods over long distances. The Chinese traders are typical examples of trade 
diasporas. Imperial diasporas result from "the settlement of colonial or military purposes 
by one power" (Cohen: 1997:67). In case, settlement is not only encouraged by the 
state, but is actually state-sponsored. The settlement ofthe British in countries like 
Kenya, South Africa and Australia are typical examples of imperial diasporas. 
Cultural diasporas are made up of four elements; "cultural retention or affirmation of 
some kind of identity, an interest in returning home, shared cultural expressions and 
social conduct and popular attitude. The Caribbean people are highlighted by Cohen as an 












Although the diasporas discussed in the above-mentioned typology have different shapes 
and occurred during different historical period~; they share some common features which 
,-




people in a foreign country has to possess in order to be called a diaspora. These include; 
dispersion of a number of people from their home country to two or more 
countries, the retaining collective memory, myth of their original homeland, 
a refusal to be assimilated into the culture of the host country, a desire to eventually 
return home, a commitment to the maintenance and restoration of the original homeland, 
a strong ethnic group consciousness and a sense of empa,thy solidarity with co-ethnic 
members in other countries of settlement (Cohen: 1997:26). 
When compared to Cohen's typology and specifically his characteristics of a diaspora, the 
experiences studied here, do not really fit in anywhere. The only characteristic that I can 
with some certainty, they In common with Cohen's typology, is the dispersal 
,",l,",J,,,,",JlU It is beyond the scope of the nr~'c!"'1r1T project to study whether or not the 
characteristics outlined by Cohen are present in the sample under investigation. 
However, I would like to argue that Cohen's typology is limited historically since it does 
not capture modem day settlement or migration of people from their home country to 
foreign countries. As was argued earlier, migration is not a static, unchanging 
one:nOlmellon but it ,", .. alll">'" response to changing economic and socio-political 
conditions. Cohen's typology, does not mC:JUCle more recent diasporas by 
scientific and intellectual graltlons. These could be .... v.,UIJ,"'" to some extent to 
labour diasporas, however nature work has changed although motivating 
factors behind the movement/migration, the pursuit of better employment 












In the case of the diaspora option sIDdied the social dimensions one to 
consider are "'''''''I-''J'' In order understand what is at stake in study, 
the ('OT1l'P"T of networks 
c) Networks 
Network theories a number different ""' ..... , .......... 1-'....,. actors, uu" .... !';.'"''', exchanges, 
information eX(;nalnges, trust, etc. Networks are defined as "a set of contacts or 
social connections among individuals or groups" (Granovetter and 
Swedberg: 1992:9).The .... v., ........ ,"'. of a network is used exu~nsl in the new economic 
"'" .. "",, ...... , eC()flC)mllC theories in sociology which stands in stark contrast to 
explanation of economic action. 
Neo-classical economics argue economic is shaped and determined logical 
and actors that are driven by conditions of the market. 
Market conditions largely what "'''''J ..... " .. J''''' transactions actors in 
the ultimate is to ..... ,.n.u.u.u;, ... efficiency profits. Socio-economic 
the other hand argue economic is socially constructed, it can not be explained 
by individual motives, it is embedded in networks personal ""'.,,"""J"" rather 
carried out by atomized actors (Granovetter:1990:96). 
Network further that because economic transactions are embedded in 
personal relations, trust between different actors U,,'j .... rll..: the ex(~nangt~s which place 












Another element of theory is the .HUlLa.'a information "''''t'nl''''~" different actors. 
Economic action takes place because is a constant of information between 
actors. In order action to be ..... "', ... "' .. ..,1-"'£1 
regarding potential action. 
P'UIIH'Le" take forms more personal, 
networks institutional networks to technological 
to have sufficient information 
networks, familial/kinship 
(Murdock: 1995). Social 
consist of a complex set linkages ",,,,,T'.>1,,,,,'n rI • .,..,., ... ,,,,,t actors and 
excnartges that take between A number questions to be taken 
consideration; what different actors to enter into these relationships, what 
oenlln<1 the of a specific network, what mediates and facilitates linkages 
between actors and exchanges which place how do 
exchanges place? 
According to Murdoch (1995), networks not only "'V.lJ:.;).l':>L of human elementS but 
incorporate non-human elements. argues that for any "social order to effective and 
stable, it has to "n .. ,<>,>" across and time, to their own devices, .. ~, .. ~~ .. actions 
and words not spread at all" (Law Murdock: . This is where the 
"", ... """, .. t of intermediaries ,",ViU,",,:> Intermediaries consist texts, ~ __ u. ..... ", ..... artifacts, 
human oerngs and rnnlnp" (CalIon Murdock: :747). serve to 
"cement" the linkages n",,,,,,"""" actors in networks they of (ibid). 
This is highlights one of the fundamental '"' ..... XU1\ .. ,""~," of economic "V~dVJ'VJ:; it does 
not go beyond the embeddedness concept explaining and ,-,A'_llana' __ " between 
actors. It does not "'''''IJU.f.JlH the nature of the relationships that economic action is 
embedded or the dynamics behind Economic Sociology not explain why 
18 










actors enter into motives behind the construction 
particular networks. The intermediary COIICelO[ is useful explaining what facilitates 
ex(~na.ng(!s and linkages between actors. Actors enter into specific relationships with other 
actors, because stand to OeltlelIt something from this """rIlI"l1 interaction. 
In specific networks consideration in paper, intellectual or scientific 
diaspora networks, "<"jcuu,rlr aOlTIlIllstrat,ors initially to patriotism or actors' loyalty 
their concern for country of origin's economic social development to elicit 
co-operation from potential network members. However this is not ell()u)";!:n to the 
network or to generate activities the nPI<uu,rV Network members need to that 
to gain something from their involvement in the network. 
part a T1pr,,,,,,rv consisting of highly skilled SClientlsts technologists offers 
possibility of collaborative research projects which will great for 
individual actors. will enter into relationships with other actors who will the 
possibility collaborative research quality and ultimately In 
is one the mtlerntledllar which cenaent" the linkages these particular networks 
between different actors in networks facilitate "'A'_Ua.H~'_" between them. Others 
may include the of information about the latest technological advancements 
particular countries and the possibility to present one's 
etc. 
at international conferences, 
At this point we to touch on another characteristic of networks which has not been 
discussed Networks are not confined to a particular or location, 
but can spread across geographical space or This is particularly true of networks 











actors are spread across different countries and regions, from there the term diaspora 
-networks. In ~his instance, the Internet plays an important role in connection and 
tonnation ",,,,,,,uU.ua'~'" between actors possible. Although the Internet does not determine 
connectivity or exchanges, it certainly plays a major role in facilitating it. Exichang~~' 
would probably still have occurred the absence of the Internet, but it certainly makes 
connectivity and the sharing of information a lot easier. 
The SANS A project which I have been involved in for the last year, is an example of an 
intellectual diaspora network which aims to locate highly skilled South Africans living 
abroad and to them to volunteer their skills towards the economic and social 














methodology of any research project is shaped and determined by the purpose of the 
researc~afl(LthauniLofanalysis . .(:wbatis_being_studied}(Mouton:1996:39). IS 
certainly true this case. The creation of intellectual diaspora networks is a 
phenomenon;.jafacLthe .. majorit¥ in the .. early 
1990's. This meant that not much literature is available on these "IJ .. 'v ..... <..., networks and 
c.ertainlynot.iaSouth Afr~Thisjn many_ways...shap.ecLt~.methods that Lusedto.gather 
information. 
Methods.·Used: 
actors in specific This was thus a starting point from whichJo 
conductm.y_search..fodnformation regardi ng: theseintellectuaLdiasp.ora network&.-Before 
I working on the SANSA project, I had no idea that networks even existed 
an(iJ1ad.-no.Jdf~_()tJ;vhlLch .. couD.1t.ne~ .. tJlad .. ac:tually.seJLUJP-lIlieJl1e(:tUliLdl1a~;pora networks. 
My supervisor who was involved in the creation of the Colombian N",·tulI"rir of Scientists 
and Engineeffi.Abroadproved_m.ln.valuable.s.ourc.e_ofinfurmationand gave 
me an idea of the which have set up these networks as well as a list of. 
Once an idea 
of what to look I with very mt~enSlve and extens:ive on the 
These.consisted_ofa.combination.ofdifferent.kef,Words,. combining .. the maj or.concepts 
like expatriate, networks, scientific, diaspora, scientists, researchers as well as the names 












benefiL of t:hareader..lincllld~a_table_containingaJist.o£thasearches conducted SQ that 




a better of what these searches entailed. (See tabid). These 































Chinese Scientists and 
Techno logists Abroad, 
Chinese Network of 
Scientists Abroad, Irish 
Research .> 
Association, Network of 
Chinese Scientists and 
Technologists Abroad, 
Chinese Intellectual 
. Scientists and Scholars 
Abroad 
same as above 
same as above 
same as above 
networks of scientists and 
scholars abroad 
networks of Afican 
scientists and professionals 
abroad, "",rnlt'\lrir 
expatriate Nigerian 
scientists and engineers 
abroad 
network of Korean 
scientists and scholars 
abroad, network ofhighIy 
network ofhighIy skilled 
Kenyans abroad, network of 
Kenyan scientists and 













Netscape 1611 011998 . 
Alta Vista 0511111998 
Alta Vista 23/1111998 
Netscape 2311111998 
Alta 05/0111999 
UK plus 10/0211999 
highly skilled .. ,"'",,, .... ',,,, 
abroad, expatriate network, 
reverse brain network 
recovering highly" ..... , ........ 
manpower, transfer of 
knowledge through 
African network of 
scientists and technicians 
abroad, networkofTunisian 
and technologists 
abroad, network of 
Brasilian scientists and 
technolo ists 
network of Mexican 
scientists, researchers and 
technolo ists abroad 
network of Mexican 
scientists and scholars 
abroad 
organization of Kenyans ' 












~;"It:;,~bQ.v~::mentioned 'searches were combined with a short request for more information 
to a list of 21 contacts received my supervtsor. people were all involved in the 
--<' 
setting uP. and management of intellectual diaspora networks in different countries, 
mostly Latin American countries like Uruguay, Argentina, Peru, etc. I contacted these 
people e-maiL Since Spanish is the 'language spoken most of these Latin 
countries, e-mail messages were sent in both English and Spanish. My <!'U'""1"'ll1 again, 
was very useful, because he speaks Spanish and I don't, he wrote the e-mails in Spanish 
to the speaking individuals on the list. 
The results yielded by the Internet searches usually included a website of the specific 
intellectual diaspora network as well as an e-mail address of the network administrators. 
This allowed me to gain more information about the network, but also served as a means 
of establishing contact. E-mails containing a short list of questions about the network and 
the network members were sent to for example the Uruguyan Network, the Polish 
Scientists Abroad Network, the Croatian Network, the Iranian Scholars' Scientific 
Network, the Transfer of Knowledge through Expatriate Nationals (TOKTEN) 
programme, Association of Kenyans Abroad, Argentine Network, the Interface 
Scientists and Technologists Center, the Brain Gain Network of the Philippines, the 
Association of Nigerians Abroad, etc. 
The nature of the research project determined the types of methods I could use to 
information. Because this is the first study of its kind conducted here (study of intellectual 
diaspora networks); I could not really rely on existing sources to information. 












for connection and communication, I could not really use of conventional methods 
of data collection like group discussions or surveys: .--
I did however a chance to make use of more conventional methods like in-depth 
interviewing and more informal discussions when a very prominent professor who was 
involved in the creation of the Colombian Network of Scientists and Researchers Abroad 
came to visit our unit. I conducted an in-depth interview with him which lasted for about 
one and a half hours as well as several·ntr, ........ discussions. this I 0'''''' .... "" ... ""1"1 
valuable information about the Colombian Network. 
I was also involved in the sending out questionnaire to the potential members of the 
South African Network ofSkiUs Abroad. We send out 25000 to highly 
skilled South Africans living abroad. Their contact details were obtained from the alumni 
lists of 11 South African universities and 4 technikons as well as the Foundation for 
Research Development, the ....... " ..... "'. Science Re:search Council and South African 
EmbassieslHigh '-'V'HUU • .,,,.vu,,. As members returned completed questionnaires, myself 
and the other members of the team were responsible for capturing information 
received. In some cases we had to manipulate the data to fit certain categories for 
the purpose of standardizing the data. Part of my duties also included the analysis of the 
data we received from network members. I was thus heavily involved the 
preliminary "fieldwork" that was done for the setting up of the South African Network of 
Skills Abroad. 
Although I did manage to get information on different types of networks, not all of 












Some of these networks have websites that contain a whole lot of information, Wlllere,iS 
others don't have that much information. I thuse"cluded some of these networks from the 
anal ysis on the carr~ot strictly be classified as intellectualiscientific 
diaspora networks and the fact some of the web sites contained so little ntorm,ttlo:n, it 
was difficult to an idea of the nature and dynamics of the network and the network 
members. 
I thus decided to focus on of these networks for analysis as they fit the descriptioll of 
intellectualiscientific diasporas more closely. ofthese networks, SANSA, Red 
Caldas Colombian Network), the Tunisian Scientific Consortium, the Brain Gain 
Network of the Philippines and the Arab ;'CH~ntI Technologists Abroad 
will be used as case studies of typical illtellectuallscientific diaspora networks. I decided 
to on these networks because I was involved the setting up of the SANSA 
network, have worked closely with one of the main initiators of the Red Caldas network 
and because the web sites of the other three networks contained a lot of interesting and 
information which me more insight into how these networks operate. 
Methodological Issues: 
Language: 
..., .... Ei' ...... E.'" was definitely a major obstacle in doing this project As mentioned before the 
under consideration are spread across the globe with a number of them in Latin 
American cmmtl'les This meant that a quite a few of the VV""""''''' were in foreign 
14Ui!'SU4!5Cl) like Spanish, Hungarian, and J.'-U.);;)U!U. My supervisor who 
speaks French and Spanish was a great help translating some of the articles I came 













that I don't any languages mentioned, it meant that I had to exclude some 
information I found like that Russian, Hungarian and from my analysis. 
The Nature of the Internet: 
Internet is a wonderful tool to look for ~L"''''''L'''J'' on topics, information 
which not be au",u ..... locally. It allows one to communicate with people 
across the world. It was extremely useful ..,"' ... 'a ..... .::'''' it allowed me to get 
information on a topic which not enjoyed scholarly in South Africa. 
However it presents certain obstacles which can c~er.1I'nt~e,.IJ hinder research 
Disadvantages of Using Internet as a Research Tool: 
first of is the transient unstable nature of the information on Internet. 
Sometimes one comes across very un".,.",,, websites and might even bookmark it 
perusal, however if you back to same website a few weeks one finds 
that one can no I,.,.n.,.", .. gain access to the the website address has ,",n.;uJ.>',IwU or 
website is 
was a big 
"", •• v .. which means that one can not conduct searches. 
in this case. It happened at least three or times that websites that I 
had bookmarked, were not available anymore I went to them a weeks 
later. avoid losing valuable information, I UIw .... 1U .... U to print information and 
all the mt()rmatlcm network a separate 
As mentioned earlier Intle:rnet is great that it allows one to communicate with 1-'''',",'1-'''''' aU 
over the world almost instantaneously, one not really even have to the person 












administrators and people involved in cre;atlcm and management of 
intellectual/scientific diaspora networks less time-consuming and relatively cheap 
compared to more conventional methods likj~-;C()ndhlc1trflj;;face-;to-'Ia(:e interviews or 
mailing out questionnaires, this method is not without its set of problems. For one, of the 
21 e-mails I send out initially, only two people responded. Of the second set ofe-mails I 
send out to network administrators, only those from the Croatian Network, the Uruguayan 
Network, the Association of Kenyans Abroad and the Polish :SCIentIsts Abroad networks 
responded. 
I think that the that I did not have any kind of relationship with these people and were 
then asking them information meant that they did not feel any kind of obligation 
towards me and thus did not feel any kind "pressure" to I1espond to my e-mails. 
impersonal nature of the Internet does not facilitate the building of any relationship of 
trust which is if one wants to conduct more in-depth research. I think the only 
reason some of the people from the Latin American countries responded is because 
they have worked with my supervisor and I used him as a ..... 1-" .... "'" 
Another hurdle in this whole e-mail process is the fact that people's e-mail addresses 
change all the time and also the computer is very specific about the format in which it 
accepts certain e-mail addresses. This means that some times e-mail is returned because 
of the wrong e-mail address or the format of the address is wrong and if you don't know 
the correct format, you simply don't have access to the person. I certainly 












Advantages of Using the Internet as a Research Tool: 
The Internet is an extremely useful resource to use conducting n'''''''u-,' and it was 
certainly the most appropriate r"'''''''''rt'" tool to use for this specific topic, It allowed me to 
have access to diverse and plentiful information I would not other wise have had access 
to, The Internet is not only the main tool for UUJ""U/5 network members and for facilitating 
communication between them, it is also the main tool promoting these networks and 
for making them visible to potential network members and to the rest of the world. 
Through the Internet, I gained the opportunity of analyzing these different networks as 
well as ("(Unn~lru"a and COfltrasttrlg This was a useful exercise, ..,,,, ... g. ... ,,,,, from the 
analysis of these networks it seems that a number of countries are making use of the 
diaspora option in combating the brain drain problem. The Internet thus allows other 
countries that are COIISI<lerm setting up an intellectual/scientific diaspora network, the 
chance of ."' .... ,>1u.,/5 from the of other countries. This highlights another 
advantage of the Internet, the that anyone who has access to a computer, has access to 
a wealth of useful information. 
This study thus used a combination of different methods. The Intlernlet allowed me the 
opportunity to gain an abundance of diverse and interesting information which gave me a 
good idea of the nature and dynamics of scientific/intellectual diaspora "Pt·ul ..... ,rli"<: 
Through the in-depth interview and informal discussions with the professor from 













Colombia as well as through my involvement in the SANS A project I gained a more in-
depth md.erstanldlIJlg as wen as hands-on experience of what the "'''' .... uFo and 
organization of a scientific/intellectual diaspora network entails. -.:;: ... :'"':::: :--"'C": .. ,,:. 
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searches that were conducted on the Internet Qroduced very interesting results. Over a 
period of six months I discovered a total number of 3 5 networks. These networks 
however could not all be classified as intellectual/scientific diaspora networks to the same 
extent. The networks found can be classified into four cat,egcmes: intellectual/scientific 
networks, cultural networks, student networks and local associations of expatriates. All 
these different networks have one thing in common, they aim at connecting expatriates of 
a particular country. However since this study is only concerned with 
intellectual/scientific networks, only those networks which fit the description of 
intellectual diaspora networks will be included in the order to be "' .... ,,,.., .... "" .... as 
intellectual/scientific diaspora .... ""t,,,,,,, ... Ir,, they must fit the following ,.,. ... ,1",,,,...,,,, 
1. s of a country 
1 working or s 
2. members must highly skil a number of 
s 1 fie ly c 
re 
3. must have as rna e 
and of country of gin and 
4. of connect or 1 
members and tween netwo 
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Yes, the Colombian Institute for COLCIENCAS (Colombian 
Science and Technology government agency fcr sCience and 
Development (COLCIENCAS) technology) 
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3.1) General of 
The next section will give just a general .n":l.;'nli-""".,tl~ ..... f-th -rht't",r.",..,t intellectual/scientific 
diaspora networks. After that, I win .... ..", ... ".., five of them (SANSA, Red Caldas, Brain 
Gain Network (BON), Tunisian Scientific Consortium and the Nework of Arab Scientists 
and Technologists Abroad (ASTA) as case studies to give a more detailed and specific 
analysis of the dynamics sCllentmc diaspora networks. I have decided to 
focus on these specific networks because I have a lot more information on them. The 
reasons for this are that I have been very involved in the setting up of the SANSA 
network, work very closely with one of the main initiators of the CaMas Network and the 
web sites of the other three networks contain more detailed information than any of the 
other networks found. The other networks were excluded on the basis that although their 
web sites did information, it was not .., .......... "',,,.. to do a detailed analyis of 
Administration of Networks: 
All of the networks studied were set up in the early 1990' s and were in many instances 
initiated by a group of expatriate students or scientists and researchers who recognized 
the need for an initiative of this kind. All of them have a website which is the initial entry 
point for potential members. web sites usually contain an on-line membership 
application form which prospective members are required to fill in. After completing the 
membership application form they technically and officially become network members 











...... "" ......... " for a few all of them are non-profit,independent entities which are not 
affiliated to any political "'riatic)Jlal'government. Networks like the 
Scholars' Scientific Information Network, the "'-".3V,",'U.UJlVH of Thai Professionals in 
America and Canada, the Polish Scientists Abroad, the Brain Gain Network, AST A and 
the Red Caldas do have linkages to particular government ag<:mClles. notably the State 
Committee for Scientific Research (poland), the Ministry of Higher Education (Iran), 
Science and Technology Advisory Council (BGN), Department of Science and 
Technology(BGN) and the Higher Council for Science and Technology (ASTA). 
networks are managed by an executive committee or executive council which 
varies in size according to the size of the nPr\un,rlr most of them are 
independent organizations means that all of them except for the Tunisian Scientific 
Consortium don't receive any funding from the national government and thus require 
their memoers to pay a which is the only source income for most of them, 
Network Members: 
Membership most of the networks is open to researchers, scientists, students, business 
people and in some cases the Irish research Scientists' Association, the Association 
of Thai Professionals in North America and Canada and the Tunisian Scientific 
Consortium to ,. .. ".,,,,,,.1-" organizations and business organizations interested in the 
development of the country of origin. Most of the networks require their network 
members to be expatriate nationals of their particular country, except for SANSA, Red 











membership to expatriate nationals, but allow anyone who is interested in the 
development of the particular country to join their network Some networks 
Scientists' Association and the Tunisian Scientific Consortium have quite a 
complicated membership structure. Type of membership can range from student, 
professional, associate and 1"',,' ..... 1".,.."'1'''' rrlerrlbelrs 
Purpose of the Network: 
to "' ..... u •• "''' and, communication exchanges ...... t'Ul&.An 
members living abroad and to link them to their counterparts in their country of origin. 
The educational, social, cultural and professional advancement of their members is also 
high on the priority of the different networks. These are closely related to mam 
objective of all intellectuaVscientific diasPQra "''''''',... ... Lr''' which is the "'1"'" .... " ...... , political 
and social development of the countries of origin. 
Activities that Network Members Engage in: 
To ensure that above~mentioned are network memOiers vUf""!";'" in various 
activities and organize different social, cultural and educational events. These include 
conferences, seminars, workshops, focus group discussions as well as social events such 
as dinners, Christmas parties and picnics. Networks like the Global Korean Network, 
BGN, ASTA and the Tunisian Scientific Consortium organize annual conferences which 
focus on specific issues of interest to members as well as the country of origin. All the 
networks have a newsgroup or newsletter, which comes in either a paper or electronic 













members about the latest developments at home. In addition, particular networks the 
Tunisian Scientific Consortium and have specific .. u.,,,,,,,,,., and periodicals in 
scholarly articles and books written by network members are published. To ensure the 
economic and social advancement of the country of origin, network members engage in 
various joint developmental projects with government "'l"'>'"'''-''''''' and private and non-profit 
organizations. The Association of Nigerians Abroad for example have a number of 
committees dedicated to specific areas of concern to Nigeria and each member on joining 
association has to indicate on the membership application form which committees 
he/she wishes to join and become involved in. These include; an Education Committee, 
Technology Committee, Public Relations Committee, Finance Committee, Rules 
LOlrrurum~e Election Committee, Fundraising Committee, Political Affairs Committee 
and a Health Affairs Committee. The network members thus orgaIlli~e purposeful actions 
and activities aimed at meeting the goals of the networks 
this overview of the most common ......... ' ..... ,_'" of the intellectual/scientific diaspora 
networks, it is necessary to refine the analysis with some detailed case studies. The next 












3.2) Case Studies 
1 )Administration and Organization of the Network: 
Brain Gain Network was established in June 1993. It was initiated by a group of 
a ....... 'a ..... Filipino students based at Stanford University and University of California 
in collaboration with Filipino professionals working in the San Francisco Bay area. 
The Brain Gain Network is managed by a group of network memb1ers located in 
San Francisco Bay area along with the Science and Technology Advisory Council, 
Makati Business Club and the Department of Science and Technology in the 
Philippines. This group is not responsible the administration of the Brain 
Network, but also for promoting and advertising the network as well as recruiting 
potential network members. This is done through an on-going lecture series, the 
Internet and the media. Although this core group handles a lot of the administrative 
of the Brain Gain Network, etwork members are '"'u'""v ..... to take the 
initiative or~~an:izirlg social, business and professional activities to encourage 
dialogue between themselves and between them the business and academic 
community in the Philippines. 
Potential network members are required to fill a database information sheet which 
can be fined in either electronically via Network website. Copies of the 
database information are also distributed at the lectures presented by the network 
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administrators and interested individuals have an opportunity to fill it in and submit it 
to the administrators. Once an individual submits an information datasheet he/she is 
automatically considered a member of the Brain Gain Network .... w ..... '... v .... 
is stored in a database. Copies of the database are distributed to individual of 
the network in electronic form to facilitate closer interaction and connection between 
network members. The database is a strategic starting point from which network 
members can build co-oDl~ra1:ive and professional relationships. This database 
is also available to business, academic, governmental and non-governmental 
organizations in the Philippines which facilitates the formation of business and other 
> research projects between network members outside the country and the Philippines 
community. These projects ultimately benefit the economic and social development of 
Philippines. 
2)Network Members: 
Brain Gain Network membership is not restricted to people from Filipino descent. 
Members are highly skilled and are spread all over the wold. Within first year of the 
creation of the Philippines network, network membership reached 330, whereafter it 
increased to 463 in the next year. 
a) Geographical Location of Brain Gain Network Members: 
Members of the Philippines Brain Gain Network are spread across the world in 20 
countries, including the Philippines. The n .. ""<;>t .. ,,t concentration of network members is 
in the United States of America with 67.2% of network members being resident in this 
country. A significant number of network members are also living in the Philippines 
which means that membership is not restricted to Filipinos outside the country. (refer 
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to tableJ).. ~~c.LLV e_pJcese:m:s. 
based. 
Philippines 
COl.m1laes. ia:which.mos.t.of the.BGN memhers are 
b)Experlise and Skills of Network Members: 
BrainGaiaN etworlLmembers..are.highLy """"--lJ.........., .... .L,eu...-L-'-'-'Y'u ... .u.:y. of network.memhers..~re 
the ""'''" ....... '''. tecnn4Jloglcal and business fields. Computer sciences and ",U1","I .... ·",1 
being active in these fields (refer to table4). However, Brain Gain Network is not 
fote naturaLs.cientists.and..husines.smen..exclusiv.ely,.people.in.rnanagemen:t,.soc;ial 












qualified person, irrespective of what he/she works in, is encouraged to join the 
network 
Table4 
Expertise Cat~6vl J' nBGN Percentage 
Members 
Computer-Related Fields 194 141.9 
Rnoi Architecture, ..., 167 36.1 
Surveying 
Mathematical and Physical 67 14.5 
C' .• ;" .... ~ ... " 
164 I 13.8 
ences 56 12.1 
ields 43 9.3 
142 19.1 
Managers and Officials 42 9.1 
I "CA· , .. :~- 138 18.2 
..- lilZitiOir ., 36 7.8 
Communications 22 4.8 
Recreation 15 3.2 




[MiS 8 1.7 
I Art 6 1.3 
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Philosophy, Religion, and 3 0.6 
Theology 
Museum Library, or Archival 2 0.4 
Sciences 
c)Qualifications of Network Members: 
Network members are qualified over half of the memtJiers being in 
possession of an degree (masters doctorates). A ,,.p,uu.''''' .... , .. ~ number of 
network members masters degrees and % of network either hold or 
are the 1"'\1''',{,''''I:: 
the quality and 
obtaining a dO(;tQI'ate n""o·1''''''''' (refer to tableS). This is an indication 
of network memlJlers 
TableS 
Advanced Degree #BGN Percentag 
Members e 
egree 
Masters Degree .... '-" .... '.L 160 
105 
3) Purpose of Network: 
Network aims to connect network AU""UAV""" 
communication " .. T' .. ' ... ·" them. It also 




network memtJiers ... "' .. , ....... , ... ,,"" and gO'vernmental u..,,,.un"VA.,,, 
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Philippines the hope of reversing the "brain drain" and boosting the Philippines 
economy. The main purpose of the Brain Network is thus to increase the 
comp('.ltitiveness of the Philippines economy in world markets. This is QOl!.a.lllY 
promoting entrepreneurial skills in the network, especially the area of high 
technology. 
4)Activities of Network Members: 
In order to meet the above-mentioned goals, network members in 
social, academic, business and research activities. The diffusion of information 
contained the Brain Gain Network database means that every network member as 
well as business, academic, governmental and non-governmental organizations in the 
Philippines have access to it. This is important as it facilitates collaborative rp<:!,"';:!r,~h 
and business'projects between network members as well as between them and their 
counterparts in the Philippines. 
The Gain Network(BGN) also has an Internet newsgroup and a newsletter which 
provide U.!.'"-.lUU',"-1 with information ... "",.."' ... 1"'1 .... ,.,. the developments in the network as 
well as at home. fact that 84% of network members have ",-u.!.au access .!.u ........ "''' the 
process cOllOe,ctlcm and communication between members as well as nPr\XlPE~n them 
and p~ners in the Philippines a lot 
In addition to this the BGN has an on-going lecture series which serves the purpose of 
informing potential members of the BGN as well as encouraging debate and discussion 
between network members. BGN also has focus groups which focus on SDt~CltlC 
topics of interest to members and ultimately the Philippines. These topics include 
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opportunities for software development, opportunities integrated circuit design, 
-
electric vehicles, public policy for technology tran$fer and alternative forms of power 
generation the PhiH~r~~~,. -": 
Specific projects that network members devote themselves to are; the creation of 
companies in the Philippines, the provision of consulting services to Filipino 
corporations and government/academic agcmcaes and formation of 
companies to do business in the Philippines. 
Finally, the BGN organizes an annual picnic which allow.s closer interaction between 
"""TnTt"\1,'" members and the opportunity members to discuss social, political and 
economic issues of 11'11:.", ... ",·,,1: to the Philippines in an informal manner. 
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1) Administration and Organization of the Network: 
AST A was established in It is a non-profit, private, educational and scientific organization 
that is not linked to any political org~anizatlioD. AST A is more of a regIOnal n,,,,n,, ..... rtr incorporating 
the countries in the Arab world, compared to the other networks discussed so far which are more 
national networks. The extent to which ASTA is in actual fact a regional network is questionable 
though, the country most is without much to any 
countries. ASTA was initiated at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign and this is also 
where the headquarters of AST A are based. 
AST A is managed by a board .r"",~+"""" which consists of nine board of which 
Munir Nayfeh, a professor in Physics at the University of Illinois, is president. ASTA has a 
website containing a lot of information regarding the activities of the network as well as links to 
the personal web sites of network members. The website also contains an on-line registration 
form which potential network members can in. Interested individuals also have the option 
e-mailing Dr. Munir Nayfeh should they wish to join the network. Once members have filled in 
the registration form, they are considered members of the Network of Arab Scientists and 
Technologists Abroad and are then entered into a database. 
Although is an independent 5 ............... "') .. , it does CO()Oe~ratlVe relationships with 
nOln-l'!;OVernlm€mt,al, governmental 
the United Nations Educational, ~ClemlIlC 
academic oq~anliza,tions. These institutions include 











which the local branch of UNESCO, the Council for Science and Technology of Iordan, 
the Applied Science University, Princess Sumaya University College for Technology, 
Badia Research and Development Program and the Crown Prince Award of Iordan. AST A's 
connection to these organizations is important in that it stimulates the development of scientific 
nrrliIP("'·rC! and other innovative projects support of the economic and social 
advancement of the Arab world. 
AST A receives financial resources international donor agencies support the 
development of science, technology and education as well as the membership paid by 
the network members. Members pay a fee based on their type ofmembership,.e.g.r:egular 
members pay 100 dollars, associate members pay 50 dollars (graduates and visiting scholars) and 
students pay dollars, honorary members pay 100 dollars. 
2) Network Members: 
a) Geographical Location of ASTA members: 
Membership of AST A is open to all scientists and technologists of Arab origin living and 
working in the industrialized countries of North America, Western Europe and Japan. Scientists 
and technologists who are not of vu~"" ... but are interested contributing to the 
development of the Arab world are also welcome to join the network. 
b)Expertise and Skills of ASTA Members: 
AST A members are highly skilled and highly qualified. They are the fields of scientific 
. research and work in research, educational, industrial and technological institutions. Membership 












sciences and humanities. AST A drive to maintain the excellence and high standards among 
its memoers publish a set scientific journals periodicals and members are encouraged to 
publish scholarly articles on a regular basis. 
c)Membership Profile: 
ASTA has three types\ of membership: 
Regular Members: these consist of individuals of Arab origin active in the scientific, 
Research, educational, industrial and technological institutions in 
advanced industrialized countries. 
Associate Members: these consist of students or scholars of Arab who are 
based at the educational, industrial and 
technological institutions the industrial countries. 
Honorary Members: these consist of individuals in the industrialized countries, who are 
not of Arab origin, but have the expertise and are willing to 
contribute to the goals of ASTA. 
3) Purpose of the Network: 
AST A has several goals. These include: 
" of sc i and cal 
between and among s entists in the industri i 
countr s Arab world" 
• "the convening of 1 s i c 














• S of to promote res and 
Arab world wi col 
of i s technologists in 
iz 
• "assisting in establi of s 
popularizat of the study and t careers ence 
and s wi do so the 
world" 
The overall of AST A then, is the transfer of scientific and technological know-how from the 
industrialized western ,",v ....... "' .. to Arab world for the economic and social upliftment 
Arab countries. 
4) Activities that Network Members Engage in: 
organizes a of conferences, workshops, and seminars to ensure that the goal of the 
dissemination of scientific knowledge is met. These include; collaborat.ive conferences between 
AST A and the Jordan .... p"',,,n"TU for Science and Technology and the Council for Science 
and Technology, International_ .. _.,.., Conferences and bXnlOltlCm in collaboration with the 
University of Bahrain, the Water Conference, Desalination conference, Environmental 
Conference as wen as v ... ,_ .... , ........ such as the Gaza workshop, the AI-Ain workshop and 
the workshop. Ail these are organized to bring together AST A members as well as . 
other interested parties to and share on peIwmn.g to the economic, social and 












To achieve its goal of encouraging students to pursue careers in science and technology, AST A 
organizes various programs, Young Ambassador program and the system for high 
school students. This is done in collaboration with the Badia Development program, the High 
Council for Science and Technology as well as the Ministry of Education. 
ASTA also publishes professional and technical journals in which network members are 
encouraged to publish written by themselves as well as newsletters to facilitate dialogue 
discussion between ASTA members and their counterparts at home. These also serve the 
purpose of encouraging closer connection between AST A members and between them and the 











1) Administration and Organization of the Network 
The TSC was founded on November, 18 1994 by a Founding Board consisting of 14 members. 
The is a non-profit, independent, non-governmental, apolitical ganllzaltlon that has 
branches a number of different countries or groups of neighboring 
countries. 
TSC has a website which contains a significant amount of information regarding the 
establishment and administration and organization of the network. It also contains an on-line 
registration which potential can fill in. This on-line "1" .. ·'hr' .... fonn comes in 
two formats, an individual membership form and a corporate membership fonn. 
completing the registration fonn, they are automatically considered network members. They and 
are "" ... 1·""r<"'" into a database and are entailed to benefits which membership of the TSC holds. 
1 
One of these is opportunity to run for office on the TSC's governing structure. 
The has quite a complicated governing structure. It is managed by an international Board 
Directors that consists of seven members, mostly presidents of the different branches. It also has 
a legislative board which is responsible for the drafting and changing of the TSC's constitution. 
The also has a number. of different affiliates in the different fields of sciences as well as 
Volunteer Working Groups which are made up of members in similar and with common 















TSC's sources of income are the membership fees paid by members, subscription 
which members have to pay to subscribe to scientific journals published by the private 
as well as government funds and donations and As mentioned earlier, the IS an 
independent, apolitical organization and only aC(:epi[S and donations which will not 
impede on its independent character. 
2) Network Members: 
a) Geographical Location: 
Members of the are usually, but not exclusively of Tunisian origin and are spread over a 
number of different countries. include the Middle Northern other African 
countries, Europe, North America and Asia. The following table "'VAJ'uu'''':> representing 
the spread of Tunisian experts abroad. These do not the membership of the TSC, but the 
overall population of Tunisian experts living and working abroad. They are useful though in that 
they give the reader insight into the vast pool of Tunisian human resources located abroad and 
the impact they could have on Tunisia's economic and social development could be 










bJ.Ex.pems£.and. Skills. 0/ Netwodi MemlJers: 
TSC members are highly skilled and highly qualified and possess expertise in a variety of fields. 
Thkis.nntsllrprising.wbeILane.considersthe.fact.thaLTunisia.afi.er.i1s independ~ .. in.vested a 
deal of resources in educating its youth, a lot of whom left Tunisia to pursue further study 
~ITIru1_Im:Jbloov~~~~e_~m_(WeiUK~rue~!~lly~:ne(~W~rn~Den)rupofthe 
rather that for the overall population of Tunisian "'.". .... "'"'" abroad. However it is included to 
network-memhers. (refer to 
table 7). 
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Transport and· Telecommunications 274 

















Other Fields 347 
c) Profile of Network Members: 
The TSC membership open not only to SCHmtl and students of Tunisian 
but research institutions, laboratories, universities and corporations can also register as members 
ofTSC. TSC thus has four types of membership: student and professional members which is 
to students and professionals Tunisia abroad, .. ,,"v"' ...... '" membership which ,",V"",,,,,, 
of non-Tunisian scientists and Tunisians who do not fall into aforementioned category, 
Corporate membership is open to SCl-entlltlc organizations, research institutions, universities and 
corporations with r""""""u'l" and development orientations and associate corporate members is 
open to "'LA""",'" organ12:aUDns with the aIC)relnennc)m~a orientation. 
2) Purpose of the Network: 
The main purpose of the n.·rn"",,rlr is to utilize Tunisia's vast pool of scientific and technological 
human resources to assist in Tunisia's economic development and to improve Tunisia's 
competitiveness in the world market. The TSC aims to do this by networking and 
cooperation between members of Tunisia's scientific community, both Tunisia and abroad. 
4) Activities of Network Members: 
The TSC engage in a number of different activities to ensure the attainment of the above-












published .,... ... , ..... '" Newsletter which serves the purpose about the 
developments in the network. 
The also has an electronic mailing to facilitate communication, discussion 
connection between network members and between them and their colleagues at home. Other 
projects/activities include the publication of scientific journals, magazines and technical reports. 
TSC keeps databases of Tunisian human and resources in science and technology both 
in Tunisia and abroad. 
The TSC org;anlzes scientific corltelrefllces and ..,"'" ... u' .... to encourage of information 
and regarding "''V.'., ....... '"' and technological developments and innovations. The TSC 
also initiates cooperative research programs between scientific institutions in Tunisia and their 
counterparts other countries. 
Part of the TSC' s activities also include the organization of short courses and training courses in 
the practical application technology. courses are .offered to individuals in 
the academic as well as the industrial sectors. In addition to the above an()tn(~r m-n01r£'lm which 
the TSC runs in ptT("Irt~ to boost Tunisia's economic development, is to encourage Tunisian 
graduates abroad to return to Tunisia by finding them employment Tunisia. All these activities 
are very structured and well defined and are aU organized by the in its drive to make 
Tunisia more internationally competitive by using Tunisia's highly skilled human resources both 











1) Organization and Administration of the Network: 
Caldas Network of Researchers Abroad was created in 1991. The creation of the Caldas 
Network coincided V{ith the realization of Clemente Forero, the director ofCOLCIENCAS, that 
the country's expatriate scientists and engineers is a potential resource which can be used 
the development of Colombia. went on a worldwide tour to every country where 
Colombian scientists were based and sold his idea to Colombian researchers and scientists 
(Schlemmer: 1997: 7). 
Caldas network is thus a joint initiative between the Colombian Institute Science and 
and SCl-ent:lsts abroad. Technology Development (COLCIENCAS) and Colombian 
The network consists of 21 nodes with each node located within a specific country. These are 
Germany, Argentina, Australia, Zealand, Canada, Chile, Spain, France, Great 
. Britain, Holland, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Switzerland, Puerto Rico, Russia, Sweden, Venezuela, 
Brazil, New York. The Caldas network is thus decentralized with each node being 
independent from one another. Each of the nodes is managed by one or more coordinators. 
ft~"~nt nodes are responsible their oWn administration and 
actions. 
These nodes differ in terms. of the fields that network members are involved in as well asthe 











organizing joint international research 
more orientated towards the natural or "hard" ""'~ .... 'u'"''"' 
is more orientated towards the arts. 
some cases the British node 
(;)cJllen:une:r: 1997). 
2) Network Members: 
a) Socio-Demographic Characteristics of NbI'UIi'U'U Members: 
and is also 
New York node on the other 
of its own and is in 
rest of the nodes 
Network members are mainly, but not Colombian origin, are spread all over the 
world and are active in the fields and technology. The majority of the 
members of the Caldas 
Network are between the of 
are still establishing tnemslel 
composed of males, with .u",,,",",,,,,, 
and Meyer: 1998). 
means that they are still relatively young and 
,",uv",",u fields (see figure 1). The network is mostly 


















AGE DISTRIBUTION OF CALDAS NETWORK 
MEMBERS 
O~--~ __ ~~~~--.. -= .. 
24-31 31-37 37-44 44-50 50-57 57-63 63-70 70-76 76-83 
Figure 1 
The Caldas network is a national network, with Colombian nationals constituting 80% of the 
network (Charum and Meyer:1998:144). This is not surprising as one would expect that in a 
network of this nature (intellectual!scientific diaspora network), the majority of network 
Figure2 
















members would be expatriate nationals. A number of the network members also have dual 
nationalities, with non-Colombians constituting only a small percentage of network membership 
(see figure 2). 
b) Geographical Location of Network Members 
The Caldas network is a worldwide network with members being spread all over the world. 
Network members are located in 23 different countries, with 53% of network members living 
and working in Europe (see figures 3&4). Figure 4 represents only the six major countries in 
which network members are based. The other countries were not included since the number of 
Caldas network members in these countries represent less than five percent of network 
membership. 
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Figure 3 






















Spain France Germany Belgium 
c) Qualifications and Skills of Caldas Network Members 
The majority of members of the Caldas network left Colombia to pursue further study in other 
countries, in fact 53% ofCaldas network members are still studying or working and studying at 
the same time (Meyer: 1999). A significant number of network members are still in the process of 
completing their doctoral studies (s e figure 5), which makes the Caldas network much more of 
a student network than the other networks discussed so far. 
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D [})ctaate (ClITer1t) 
Caldas network members are active in a wide range of different fields and disciplines. Nineteen 
different disciplines are represented in the Caldas network. These include biology, medicine, 
information technology and electronics, education, construction, physics, economics, 
psychology, social sciences, chemistry, law and politics, electrical engineering, agriculture and 
fisheries, chemical engineering, mechanical engineering, mathematics, literature, earth sciences 
and arts. The three disciplines that most of the network members are involved in are biological 
sciences, medicine and information technology and electronics (Charum and Meyer: 1998:59). 
This indicates that Caldas network members possess a variety of skills and vast pool of 
knowledge that Colombia can tap into for its economic and social development. 











3) Purpose of the Caldas Network: 
~---~.' ~-=:'--.- - ~-: - " . '. ,-
The Caldas network aims at involving expatriate scientists and engineers in the economic and 
scientific development of Colombia without having to physically return to Colombia. It also aims 
to connect expatriate Colombian scientists with scientists in Colombia and to establish co-
operative relationships between them (Granes et al: 1997). It is hoped that this will give rise to 
collaborative research projects between expatriate scientists and their colleagues at home for the 
ultimate economic and scientiflc advancement of Colombia. 
4)Activities of the Network Members 
Every node is responsible for generating its own activities which means that action in the Caldas 
network is relatively decentralized and autonomous. All the nodes, except for Switzerland and 
some nodes in North America publish their own information bulletin which serves the purpose of 
informing network members about the latest scientific activities (Schlemmer et al : 1997). 
Individual nodes also organize conferences, seminars, meetings, round table discussions, courses 
concerning the use of computer tools, translation workshops and meetings for the discussion and 
debating of specific issues (Schlemmer et a1:l997 : 17). 
Network members are encouraged to engage in collaborative research projects. Two such 
projects are the Bio 2000 project and a project on the transfer of technology in the area of 
robotics. The Bio 2000 project is a multinational, collaborative research project between research 
groups from four European universities and five Latin American Universities. The aim of this 
project was to apply instrumentation, developed for physics and engineering to the fields of 
biology and medicine (Granes et al: 1997). 














The second project is a joint venture between the University of Valle and the University ofEvry 
:-;'.----:. .~-.:-: 
--.~--:- : 
Val D'essone in France. The project involves robotics, automation and industrial networks and 
aims to design and construct a multi-purpose industrial robot (ibid). These projects were all 
initiated by expatriate Colombian scientists and are concrete examples of the role that highly 
skilled expatriate nationals can play in the transfer of knowledge from the more industrialized 
countries they work in to their home countries. 
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CASE STUDY NO.5: The South African Network Of Ski~~s Abroad 
(SANSA) 
The emigration of highly skilled South Africans has become a very topical issue in recent times. 
Many people in South Africa have expressed their concern over the loss of highly qualified 
human resources at a time when South Africa needs these highly skilled professionals to improve 
its position in the world arena. The South African Network of Skills Abroad is a project which 
aims at addressing this problem. Before the SANS A project is discussed however, it is important 
to locate this project within the broader framework of South Africa' s migratory patterns 
Setting the Scene: 
Historical Overview of South Africa's Migratory Patterns: 
A study of the official data on the migration of highly skilled people to and from South Africa 
shows that immigration generally exceeds emigration, except for specific years when a reverse in 
this pattern occurs. These include 1961, 1977 and 78, 86 and 87 and the period after 1993, when 
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This suggests that specific histori~~l e~~ts/factors may be responsible for the change in the 
migration pattern during the above-mentioned periods. 
Kaplan (1997) outlines five historical periods marked by specific political and economic 
conditions, which could explain the reverse trends in the migration patterns. These include the 
1961 Sharpville unrest, the Soweto uprisings in 1976, the declaration of a state of emergency 
between 1985-1987 which was accompanied by unsatisfactory economic performance and the 
political uncertainty after 1993 fuelled by the forthcoming elections in 1994 (Kaplan, 1997). 
Although one can't say that these events are directly responsible for the increase in emigration, 
they do qualify as significant push factors which may account for the increased outflow of 
people during these specific years. 
The above-mentioned factors correspond to the factors outlined by Choi in her study of 46 
highly skilled Asian Scholars from India, China, Hong Kong, Japan, South Korea and Taiwan 
and their motivations for emigrating to the United States as well as those outlined by 
Lachmansingh in his study of the brain drain in Guyana. According to Choi, the political and 
economic situation at home at the time they left as weB as other personal factors served as 
significant push factors in their decision to leave their country of origin. 
Although the official figures are useful in that it allows one to get a general picture of overall 
migration trends, the figures should be viewed with caution. According to Kaplan (1997), the 
problem with the official data is that it understates the true extent of migration. For example, a 
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--comparison of South African data for the period 1984-1993 and that of the United Kingdom 
shows that the United Kingdom figures are more than three times that for South Africa. The 
South African data shows that 28 965 people emigrated to the United Kingdom between 1984 
and 1993 while 33 640 people from the United Kingdom arrived in South Africa. The United 
Kingdom data, on the other hand shows that for the same period 100 700 South Africans 
emigrated to the UK while 52 600 people emigrated to South Africa (Kaplan, 1997, 7) 
What is particularly disturbing is that this pattern of increased emigration continues after 1993, 
which means that South Africa is losing vital human resources especially highly skilled 
professionals at a time when South Africa has entered the world arena and is thus facing major 
economic and other challenges. 
The above-mentioned discussion highlights the fact that South Africa has a huge pool of highly 
skilled human resources abroad. The diaspora option is a perfect way of utilizing this huge 
intellectual diaspora for the economic and social development of South Africa. This is the 
rationale behind the creation of the South African Network of Skills Abroad (SANSA) which 
will be discussed in the next section of this paper. 
1) Organization and Administration of the Network: 
The South African Network of Skills Abroad was initiated in 1997. It is a joint initiative between 
the Science and Technology Policy Research Centre (STPRC) and a French research institute 
called the Institute of Research for Development (IRD). 
SANSA is a non-profit, a-political organization, but it does have links with the Department of 
Arts, Culture, Science and Technology(DACST) as well as a number of universities and 
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technikons in South Africa. SANSA is housed at the University of Cape Town's Development 
~~-:::...:...;:;:: .-
.. :: --.:,-::,,=:-: --. 
Policy Research Unit and is managed by a team consisting of two senior researchers, two 
research interns and an administrative assistant who in the initial stages of the project takes 
responsibility for the organization and administration of the project. 
SANSA has a website which contains detailed information about the process involved in the 
construction of the network as well as an on-line registration form which is the initial entry point 
for potential members. Part of the "recruitment" process was also the mailing of registration 
forms as well as information pamphlets to South Africans living abroad to invite them to join the 
network. The addresses of potential network members were obtained from the alumni lists of 
universities and technikons in South Africa as well as South African embassies and network 
members' personal contacts. 
Individuals that filled in the on-line regist.ration form as well as the paper version of the 
registration form are considered network members. All the information received from network 
members are stored in a database which is a strategic tool for the facilitation of connection and 
cooperative relationships between network members. It is planned that in a later stage of the 
project, this database will be made available to all network members as well as interested 
organizations and institutions in South Africa. Network members will thus have the opportunity 
to look for potential partners in the database and to organize joint research projects and business 
ventures which could be of benefit to South Africa ' s economic development. 
The project is not complete yet, the first phase, that of setting up the network and building the 
database is finished, the next stage, the decentralization of the network is still underway. The 
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SANSA project team for the moment is still in charge ofthe administration and management of 
the network, however it is expected that network members and other interested parties in South 
Africa will take over the administration and organization ofthe network after completion ofthe 
project. 
2) Network Members 
The network members are mostly highly skilled South Africans living abroad, however, non-
South Africans who are interested and feel that they can contribute to South Africa's 
development are also free to join the network. 
a) Geographical Location of SANSA members: 
SANSA is a truly worldwide network with members being spread over 57 countries, five main 
world regions and 800 different cities. The overwhelming majority of SANSA members are 
located in six major countries (see figure 7) with the greatest number of members living in the 
United Kingdom. Sixty-five percent of SANS A members are resident in Western Europe and 
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North America (see figure 8). 










b) Socio-Demographic Characteristics of SANSA members: 
The overwhelming majority of SANS A members are male and are in their 40's, 50's and 60's. 
Twenty-nine percent of SANS A members are in their 50's(seefigure 10). This suggests that 
members have acquired a wealth of experience and skills in their chosen careers and are in a 
good position to contribute their knowledge to the development process in South Africa. This is 
supported by their positions as many of them occupy senior positions in their chosen 
occupations.(seefigure 9) 
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SANSA is a multi-national network with 36 nationalities being represented in the network. 
Slightly more than half ofthe network members hold a South African nationality, which is a 
small majority (see figure 11). This is unusual for a network of this kind, compared to the other 
intellectual/scientific diaspora networks studied thus far, SANSA is the only network that has 
such a small number of expatriate nationals represented in the network. A number of network 
members also hold dual nationalities. 









Fi gure 1 1 
British Australian USA Canada Zimbabwe Others (30) 
3) Qualifications and Expertise of SANSA Members: 
SANSA members are highly qualified with a significant proportion of them holding masters and 
doctorate degrees (see tableS). 
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Bachelors . 83.4 
Post-Graduate Diploma 14.5 
Honours 32.2 
Masters 46.7 
Doctorate 34: 3 
Post Doctorate 7.4 
Members. o£the. SANSA.network..are. actiYe in. six.fields.ofexpertis.e with. the majority of 
members in the fields of humanities and social sciences, managerial and administrative 
occup.ations,. naturaLscienc.es and engineering and technology (see figure 12). Compared to the 
other networks studied so far where most of the network members are orientated towards th~ 
naturaLs.ciences.,. the SANS A.. network..represents.. a. wider sc.op.e. otexpertise and knowledge. This 
is especially true when one considers the fact that SANSA members indicated that they are 
active in.over 30 dis.ciplines. (see table 9) andhundr.eds. o£sp.ecializations. 
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Fields of Expertise of Network members 
211 
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• Humanities and Social 
Sciences 
[] Managerial and Administrative 
Occupations 
[] Natural Sciences 
[] Engineering, Technology and 
Architecture 
[] Health Sciences 



































































The idea SANSA is born out of a realization that South needs highly skilled human 
resources to become internationally competitive and that its highly skilled diaspora a 
very important pool of human resources that the country can tap into. SANSA thus aims to 
mobilize highly skilled South Africans abroad to involved in the social and economic 
development of South Africa. SANSA aims to link these highly skilled South Africans living 
abroad to colleagues in the same fields and professions in South Africa as well as institutions and 
organizations in the country committed to the economic development of South Africa. 
5) Activities of Network Members: 
The SANSA project is not finished yet, so no real activities and actions have been as 
yet. Future activities however include allowing network members and other interested parties in 
the country access to the SANSA database so they can look for potential partners and set up 
joint projects. Other I.JViJ'" .. v., ..... activities include electronic newsgroup and e-mail 
list for SANSA members which would allow them to communicate and share information as well 















.?,,.-.~Dj.scuss.ion ·of Research Results 
The results of the thelve scientific/intellectual diaspora networks indicate that diaspora 
option is a real and concrete phenomenon. Although these networks do differ on some 
characteristics, they share the same structure and format which confirms the point that the 
diaspora option is a definite and real phenomenon. 
membership of all the networks, exc:eor ATP AC which is more of a regional network, is 
spread across the world in a number of different countries. This suggests that the term diaspora is 
indeed applicable to these networks. Some of the networks like the Caldas network and the 
Tunisian Scientific Consortium have a node structure which brings together members in a 
particular country. Although this is useful in that it facilitates closer interaction and 
communication between memoers it is problematic that these nodes tend to isolate themselves 
from other as the case of the British node of the Caldas network clearly illustrates 
(Schlemmer et 1997:5). This important implications for the whole concept of network, a 
"",rlun,·1r usually consists of a number of interrelated and interconnected parts, but if these nodes 
are independent and isolated from one another, it "' ... .15'.15 .... '" that in the Caldas network, local 
networking dynamics are more important than global ones. 
The networks are also similar terms of their org;anization and aOltnllllst:ratlon All of them have 
a website which is the initial entry point for potential members as well as an on-line registration 
form which interested individuals can fill inC see Appendix for an example of these registration 
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development of intellecruaVscientific diaspora networks closely follows development of the 
Internet. Internet also plays.a r<i!e in making these networks more visible, not only to 
rest of the world. This highlights a contradiction inherent to this 
whole phenomenon, the Internet, which is a typical example globalization and 
internationalization processes is used to promote and facilitate a project which appeals to 
nationalist feelings ofloyalty and commitment to a specific country. 
All the networks studied consider themselves as independent, non-political and non-profitable 
organizations. Some of them like the Polish Scientists Abroad, the Association of Thai 
Professionals in North America and Canada, the Iranian Scientific Information Network, the 
Tunisian Scientific Consortium, The Gain Network of the Philippines, Scientists 
and Technologists Abroad and the SANSA network all have links to some governmental 
institutions like the Department of Science and Technology or the Ministry of Education. This 
.., .... 1',"""'".'" that although these networks would like to maintain their independent character, some 
institutional support is nec.essarv in order to .... ""y'''''.,..,,'t'''' action and COIlcn~te. purposeful activities to 
enable networks to fulfill their goals. 
A number of these networks do require their members to pay a membership which is the 
main financial resource for the network. This suggests that these networks are indeed 
independent entities. Others the Tunisian Scientific Consortium do get grants from private, 
government and international institutions. It is not clear whether this in any way interferes with 
the network's independent, autonomous character. 
As far as the activities and actions are concerned networks are "busier" than others. 











between members and the country. These include e-mail and newsletters. 
A number of them notably Tunisian Scientific Consortium and Brain Gain 
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permanently. They can stay in the host countries and are free to pursue their career objectives 
and at the same time give something back to their country of origin and also gain something for 
themselves in the process. Not only does the diaspora option allow the country of origin access 
to the knowledge and expertise of the expatriate, but also to the knowledge networks and 
resources that he/she has access to in the host country. Some of these expatriates have usually 
been outside the country for a good number of years and have established themselves in the host 
country, as is the case with most of the SANSA members. This means that through the members, 
the home country has access to all the resources, expertise as well as personal and professional 
contacts that the members have accumulated during his/her years abroad. This study of the 
intellectual diaspora networks have shown that the diaspora option is indeed a viable solution to 
the brain drain phenomenon. This is evident in the number of countries that have gone this route 
as well as the projects and activities that have been generated through these intellectualldiaspora 
networks. The diaspora option and repatriation are not mutually exclusive however. The diaspora 
option can be used as a strategy to enhance the economic performance of a country by getting its 
highly skilled expatriates involved in scientific innovation up to a point where the country will 
be in a position to offer these highly skilled scientists and researchers the incentives needed to 
attract them back to the country of origin. 
The diaspora option although valuable, is not without pitfalls. As was argued before, action and 
activities in the forms of joint scientific research projects are needed to guarantee the survival of 
the network and to ensure that network members remain interested in being a part of the 
network. There also has to be a concrete system of information sharing and communication 
between members and between them and the country of origin. The Internet plays a vital role in 
ensuring this. This analysis has also shown that some links with certain governmental or non-
governmental and business institutions are necessary to ensure the sustainability of research 
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Historically certain theories have lead to a npl'<:tn,F'M'nlP of the brain drain as a win/lose situation 
between developed and developing countries which in tum have lead to specific responses to 
skills migration. 
Over the years many strategies have been implemented with variable success to counteract the 
brain drain. Many countries have thus tried a new strategy, "the diaspora option" to deal with the 
brain The of this project was to study the experiences of c untries that have 
implemented the diaspora option and to see whether the diaspora option is a viable solution to 
the brain drain phenomenon. 
The first step was to identify the countries that have actually set up intellectuaVscientific 
diaspora networks. The diaspora option is however quite a recent phenomenon which means that 
not information is available on the topic. The .nT''' ....... '''T thus proved an invaluable source of 
information., because majority of these networks Int'''rrI,F't as the main tool for 
marketing the network as well as COlnm~Ctlmg network memoers to the country of origin. After six 
months of intensive and sys,tenaatllC networks were discovered. Although all 
these networks have in common goal of fostering closer connection and communication 
h~t'w~fm expatriates and the country of origin, they can not all be classified as 
intellectuaVscientific diaspora networks. It was thus decided to only focus on thirteen networks 











These networks were analyzed and compared terms of their organization and administration, 
the ge<)graplllclil location, skills and qualifications of network memb~~s, the purpose of the 
~ 
network and the activities that the ~WOllkJ!1e:~I:l'~rs engage in. This comparison highlighted the 
fact that although these networks differ on some minor details, they all share a similar 
garl1Z2ltlonal structure and format. It was thus concluded that the diaspora option is a real and 
tangible phenomenon. 
They all have share the same purpose of using the intellectual diaspora of the country to 
contribute their skills and knowledge to the social and ecclnolrmc upliftment of the country of 
origin. This is done by finding ways of linking network members as well as linking them to 
persons in the same fields and professions and other interested institutions and organization in 
the country of origin. The network members of all these intellectuaVscientific networks organize 
and engage in various activities to ensure that the above-mentioned goals are met. These 
and actions are important for the sustainability of the network. 
Although some of the networks organize more activities than others, they all have direction 
with regards to the attainment of the goal of advancing the country of origin economically and 
socially. This has led me to conclude that the creation ofintellectuaVscientific networks is a 
viable solution to the brain drain issue, provided that these networks are manage correctly. The 
most fundamental conclusion that I have come to on the basis of the study of the thirteen 
inteIlectuaVscientific diaspora networks is that the brain drain phenomenon is no longer as 
detrimental as many theorists have led us to believe. The diaspora option is a successful measure 
in counteracting the brain drain. What makes the diaspora option such a favorable strategy is that 
highly qualified expatriates don'thave to return to their country of origin in order to contribute to 











country. the diaspora option allows the country of origin access to not only the knowledge 
and skills of the expatriate, but also the knowledge..:networks that he/she forms part of in the host 
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~. A: APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP http://www.rain.org/-ananet/ana-application.htmi 
ApPLICATION FOR A. N. A's MMBERSHIP 
About A. N. A Membership ... 
a. Membership is open to Nigerians and non-Nigerian citizens who have genuine interests in par 
contributing to the activities of the Association; 
b. Application for membership shall be in writing to the General Secr~tary of the Association; 
c. Each application is reviewed by the Executive Council; 
d. An active member of the Association shall be a member who is not delinquent in payment of 
dues. 
MEMBERSHIP RIGHTS 
a. Access to the ANA-Net < receptionist@ananet.org> 
b. Participation in AN A deliberations; 
c. Active members shall vote, or be voted for into elected offices, or appointed to any vacancies 
MEMBERSHIP FEES 
a. Regular M~m~~!ship¥~.$50 usn annually. 
') b. Student Meinbership - $25 usn annually. 
Completed form is to the attention of A. N. A's Membership Committee 
Please complete the following form: 
A. PERSONAL DATA 
! INames (SURNAME, FirstName, Others) 
:::1'-=-=" ='.=_=_=4= __ =_'=. =,= .. =-,=--=,,-==. ==-=:J::=: E-mail address 
r-~'--"'-___"_% __ 1 Telephone (with international code) 
~==.=,-=====. :::::. =·_==-=-=-=·-=l-l Telefax (with international code) 
,--- - ""~-.~.... '''I Postal address 
~==================~ 
~r=============] Country of Residence 
-, Profession/Occupation 
;::::, ===========~I If student, field of study 
;:::[":::::":::::~=;~--':::::' ========:=::::::] Are you a Nigerian CITIZEN? 
:-1 __ '-:;;;;;;.r:..,.; __________ "...1] Citizenship, if not Nigerian? 
"-











-4. A: APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP http://www . rain. org/ - ananet/ ana-application. html 
'-_________ ---1 Are you 18 years old or above? 
----------------------------------------------, .. r' 
B.ANA ATTRIBUTES 
How did you come to know about the ANA? 
... 
-~~"= ...... -.. ---
The ANA Charter, states part: 
"The Association shall be non-profit, non-ethnic, non-religious, and non-partisan 
with the people and Government of the Federal Republic of Nigeria the outside wo 
the Association shall, as and when necessary, advocate for democratic ideals, human r 
law, fairness, justice, and in Nigeria and for all Nigerians" 





it is not, please explain: 
Name of current 




Are you a member of any organization (excluding 




ple:ase state the name of the 












~. A: APPliCATION FOR MEMBERSHIP http://www.rain.org/ - ananetlana-application. html 
® 
ONO 
If yes, please state it: 
Please briefly state your interest in ANA and Nigeria 
c. ANA PROGRAMS 
ANA is a goal-oriented association. member.ls .. e;tlJe4r:leQ 
ANA objectives. is done by involvement in COlnrnitteles 
rriteres~ts:'-'" 
If your membership application is approved, which 
Committees do you intend to join? Please tick/chec 
appropriate: 
[ We recommend no more than two 1: 






Select ANA membership type: 
®Pull 




University of Cape Town
Dear Madam! Sir 
the Sollih 
cOllstraint is our 
At the sallle time there are highly 
located all over the world. 
SANSA aims to create a 
abroad, in whatever 
commercial whatever their skill alid oy<nO"'O'M'O 
wish to use sllch skill alld exoerience to nnNirinntp 
SANSA has the strong support 
alld is also many 
Africans 1I0W to PllrinnPIIlPIl/< 
at the back.) 
'UIIVWIII8 enclosed: 
SANSA is ami whal it 
to do. 
2. An intn1'mntum .'1'011 0111, 
The electrollic version is available 0/1 
0111' website. C(lll, we IVould recommend that you 
the version (IS this captllres all of .'1'0111' 
and Should ),011 wish to 
methods 1V0uid also be 
nrtivitiPf and we 
to IIwmlWI1I11f! 
What is SANSA? 
The South Network of Skills skilled 
abroad who to make a contribution 
to Africa's economic and 
and connects them with local 
Why this initiative? 
The lack of highly skilled people in South Africa is a 
constraint to the 
there are 
South Africans now 
Africa's 
Who can a member of network? 
in any field, who has skills and is interested in 
to the new democratic Africa. The 
network is not restricted to former South Africans now 
but it is directed at them. 
Who is 
. ,and 
_ which has 
OMAnOn in similar initiatives in Latin America. 
Who supports the network? 
endorsed by the 
Science and It 
from universities and science 
councils and from orominent South in 
Africa and 
What contribution can I make? 
Members of the network 
their contribution. 
decide on the nature of' 
the exoerience of 




III transterino technoloav to South African 
III information and results of research 
which are not available 
III cultural and artistic creation 
III 
III initiatino research and commerciallJlul~u". 
What is first step? 
The of basic information about the diaspora 
members and their potential contributions is the 
for the network. A 
data sheet has been for this purpose and can 
be filled out either 
What 
The data will provide the information necessary for 
the network. data will reveal 
the areas and in African 
abroad are active and 
matched to local needs. With 
members will be able to 
activities 
What should I do? 
'j 
" 
can fill out the information sheet, if this is 
relevant in your case, can also inform others 
you think would like to as well as 
to us the names and of 
of the \ 
This original project is now You the 
opportunity of participating in its exciting 
